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An old man places a mask on his face and trans-
forms into a deity. A Buddhist priest faces off
with a possessing demon in a battle for a dy-
ing woman’s soul. A fisherman finds a feath-
er robe that a celestial maiden claims is her
transport to heaven. Four magical lions, dis-
pelling ignorance, anger, and hatred, dance on
a bridge. This is a glimpse into the domain of
the spirits that visited the Lincoln Center Fes-
tival during the week of performances given
by the Kanze Noh Theatre of Tokyo. The five
classics and two kyogen (comedic form) plays
afforded audiences a journey into the 700-
year-old ritualized blend of music, poetry,
drama, and dance that is called “noh.”

Every aspect of this performance genre ad-
heres to strictly prescribed conventions – the
structure of the stage, the composition and
stage placement of the orchestra and chorus,
the types of acting roles, the entrances and ex-
its, the use of masks and costume, the spare
vocabulary of dance movement and floor pat-
terns, the selection of props, the pacing. Every-
thing. These traditions have been practiced
and transmitted from master to disciple in
family lineages for centuries and are still
maintained through five main schools: Kanze,
Komparu, Kongo, Hosho, and Kita.

The star performer of Kanze Noh Theatre
is Kanze Kiyokazu, the twenty-sixth Grand
Master of the Kanze School and designated as
“Important Intangible Cultural Property” by
the Japanese government. His son and chosen
successor, Kanze Saburota, performed along-
side him in some of the performances. They
are the hereditary descendants of the Kanze
School, which claims the closest descent in
bloodline from the forefathers of noh, Kanze
Kanami (1333-1384) and his son Kanze Zeami
(1363-1443).

Although the noh schools aspire to preserve

their performance traditions unchanged, the
noh genre is the very synthesis of change, hav-
ing evolved and coalesced over centuries from
many forms of Japanese danced ritual and lo-
cal as well as foreign-influenced entertain-
ment. According to the Kojiki (Record of Ancient
Matters compiled in 712 C.E.), the world was
danced into being by a goddess who performed
a divine dance that coaxed the life-giving sun
goddess, Amaterasu Omikami, out of the
Heavenly Cave in which she was hiding. This
original divine dance is the prototype of all
Japanese Shinto rituals and performing arts.
Through dance, the Japanese summon and en-
tertain the gods. Through dance, the deities
manifest themselves on earth, bestow bless-
ings on the people, and share their divine en-
ergy. And dance is the foundation underlying
noh.

Throughout Japan, Shinto shrines and Bud-
dhist temples stand side by side addressing the
spiritual needs of the people: Shinto rituals
and festivals for the cycles of life and agri-
culture; Buddhism, for death and salvation.
During the fourteenth century, in Nara, the
imperial capital at that time, the sacred sites
and cyclical rituals were sustained under the
patronage and protection of the ruling mili-
tary dictator, the shogun. Influenced by new
dance styles filtering in from China and Ko-
rea and the Shinto rituals in which they par-
ticipated, Kanami and his troupe of sarugaku
(popular entertainment including Chinese ac-
robatics and pantomime) entertainers syn-
thesized a new form of danced theater for their
regular performances at the ceremonial scene
at Nara.

The Muromachi shogun Ashikaga Yoshim-
itsu singled out Kanami’s son Zeami at an ear-
ly age as an exceptional performer. This re -
cognition and relationship gave Zeami access
to the finest education, exposure, influence,
and support, which helped him to refine his
artistic skill. Zeami went on to formalize and
codify the noh system and the underlying phi-
los ophy and theory of performance that have
been handed down intact to the current gen-
eration. The noh repertory continued to be
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enlarged to a canon of approximately 240
plays, becoming the established aesthetic of
the court even as the various shogunates arose
and fell.

It is at the intersection of Shinto ritual; Zen
Buddhism’s beliefs, practices, and myths; and
the regimented discipline of the samurai code
of conduct that noh came into being. The Lin-
coln Center Festival programs offered sterling
examples of this and allowed for a transportive
experience to a faraway world.

A special noh stage was constructed for the
occasion over the stage at Lincoln Center’s Rose
Theater. In accordance with specific noh de-
sign conventions, the stage was made of Japan-
ese cypress, which is also used in the con-
struction of Shinto shrines. One immediately
noticed the hashigakari– a long bridgeway, used
for the actors’ entrances and exits, from the
sacred mirror room (where the actors put on
and remove their masks) to the main stage;
the main stage that extends into the audience;
and the pine tree – a symbol of longevity and
felicitation, the eternal noh backdrop – paint-
ed on the back wall of the main stage.

Kanze Noh Theatre opened its week of per-
formances with Okina, which is actually not a
noh play, but rather a Shinto rite, performed
by three dancers, to bestow peace and pros-
perity across the land. It frequently opens a
noh program. This Shinto rite is still per-
formed at the annual Kasuga Shrine (Shinto)
and Kofuku Temple (Buddhist) dedication in
Nara to invite and entertain the gods. Shinto
places great importance on purification (re -
storing the body and mind to the innate pure
and divine state), and therefore, Grand Mas-
ter Kiyokazu explained at the lecture-demon-
stration presented by Japan Society prior to
the festival performances, the performers
would take part in special purification ritu-
als in their hotel that night. 

For Okina there is also a mirror room ritu-
al during which the performers sip sake, eat
grains of uncooked rice, and toss salt on them-
selves. (This is also performed by sumo wrest -
lers in the ring prior to a match.) Just before
the performers entered, a stage assistant mo-

mentarily came out, struck pieces of flint to-
gether generating a few sparks to purify the
stage, and then receded behind the curtain.

In complete silence, with the mask bearer
carrying his black box, Okina (a venerable old
man), Senzai (his companion), and Sanbaso
(Okina’s earthy counterpart) processioned
onto the stage in the classic noh sliding-foot
walk. Wearing the white, divided-toe socks
called “tabi,” the performers glided along the
bridgeway – torsos pitched slightly forward
like Giacometti walking figures. The con-
trolled, slow-tempoed, and long-repeated ex-
ecution of this walking step – in which the ac-
tors slide the whole foot forward, dorsiflex
while maintaining heel contact with the floor,
then lower the foot and toes while the back
foot begins sliding forward – immediately es-
tablished a ceremonial pace and contempla-
tive mind-set, focusing our attention on the
extreme economy of movement. The instru-
mentalists, chorus, and stage assistants en-
tered along the bridgeway following the ac-
tors. They took their places, seated onstage,
and the flutist began playing.

The actors in Okina wear formal ritual at-
tire as opposed to the usual costumes. Okina
was played by the Kanze Grand Master him-
self, wearing the black, strapped-on hat of a
Shinto priest. Senzai, Okina’s escort, was
played by the Kanze Master’s son Saburota.

With the full, grand accompaniment of the
chorus, Okina sings his song, a prayer that (ac-
cording to the program notes) contains “mys-
terious lines whose meaning has been lost.”
Senzai moves to center stage to perform his
danced prayer, chanting loudly to the ener-
getic beat of the drums. He repeatedly whips
his sleeves around, points his fan to set a new
direction, and follows it with his footsteps.

While all eyes are trained on Senzai, stomp-
ing his feet and flourishing a powerful arm
overhead, Okina kneels off to the side and puts
on his mask. With this action, Okina becomes
the deity that is believed to inhabit the mask.
The fact that the performers don their masks
onstage in full view of the audience is a dis-
tinctive feature of Okina.
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Senzai returns to his previous place, kneels,
and remains perfectly still in a half-bowing
posture for the entire performance of Okina’s
ancient dance-prayer. Wearing the white, old-
man, Okina mask; his arms outstretched side-
ward holding an open fan in one hand; Okina
sings a prayer. The song merges into a slow,
stately movement formula danced in three di-
rections. He elegantly circles one arm and then
the other, bows forward, and uprights him-
self as he opens his arms wide – exuding bene-
diction. At times one detects the slightest
tremor of his fan as the Kanze Master extends
it forward, holding it open and horizontal, like
an offering. This is an intentional movement
called “tremble the fan.” It is a pointed exam-
ple of noh’s emphasis on using spiritual ener-
gy to fill a simple, understated gesture, as op-
posed to relying on abundant and flourishy
movement.

Okina concludes his dance with a dramat-
ic sweep of one sleeve above his head while he
draws his open fan across his face. He repeats
a theme of three stomps that seem to seal the
blessing and walks back to the black box where
he kneels and removes his mask – all to in-
tense drum accompaniment. Afterward, Ok-
ina stands and turns toward the audience
maskless – again a mere mortal. He lifts one
arm, then the other, and sinks to the floor in
a bow, touching his forehead to the floor. As
Okina stands up and turns to exit, Senzai
comes to life and shadows him as they slowly
walk the diagonal upstage to the bridgeway
and exit to the drummers’ ceremonial beat.

The drum tempo picks up for Sanbaso’s con-
trastingly energetic movements characterized
by a rhythmic stomping sequence. Sanbaso is
traditionally a kyogen actor’s role, and he de-
livers a rustic, earthy blessing. The musical
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accompaniment contributes to the driving vi-
tality of his dance, which employs the high-
pitched flute together with the drums – punc-
tuated by the drummers’ calls (syllables shout-
ed by the drummers, to cue timing, drive the
rhythm, and coordinate with all of the per-
formers – before hitting the drum).

The dance builds to a dramatic jump in
which Sanbaso hikes both knees up in the air.
He then walks upstage and kneels while a
stagehand fastens a black, old-man mask on
the actor and hands him a golden bell tree
(cluster of large jingle bells with a handle).
The bell tree is one of the typical Shinto props
used for ritual dances. Sanbaso launches into
a song and dance in which he repeatedly shakes
the bell tree toward the ground while stomp-
ing in a mimed sequence of planting. The dance
and drumming speed up until Sanbaso kneels

down and removes his mask. He exits the stage
followed by the mask bearer and the other per-
formers.

The Lincoln Center audience seemed both
curious about and mystified by this completely
plotless ritual piece. Perhaps that is because
in the West, we are not accustomed to danc-
ing our prayers, nor do most of us associate
planting and dependence on positive natural
conditions with putting food on the table.

With Hagoromo, we were introduced to a tra-
ditional “woman play” with recognizable dra-
matic elements like conflict and transforma-
tion. A “woman play” is one of the five cate-
gories of noh. These are determined by the role
of the main actor (the shite). In a “woman play,”
since all noh actors are male, female roles are
defined by costume, mask, posture (stance),
and movement.
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Based on a folk tale, the drama opens with
a simple fisherman who comes upon a beau-
tiful feather robe draped over a pine tree. No
sooner does he decide to bring the found treas-
ure home, than Hagoromo, a celestial maiden,
calls to him and claims that it belongs to her.
Hagoromo enters the stage wearing a stun-
ning kimono – minus the robe. Her white mask
is that of a young woman. Most exquisite is
the celestial crown she wears, studded with
dangling golden charms. She maintains that
she must have the robe back in order to re-
turn to heaven. They argue back and forth in
a sung dueling duet. The charms dangling from
Hagoromo’s headdress perform a dance of
their own, trembling as she sings – giving a
sense of her desperation.

The fisherman negotiates that he will re-
turn the robe in exchange for seeing her per-
form a celestial dance. It is Hagoromo’s dance
that is the centerpiece of the play. Once attired
in the exquisite cream-colored opaque silk
robe, hand-painted with pastel-colored wis-
teria fronds, Hagoromo faces the audience and
walks downstage. She performs a blessing
dance in which she manipulates her open fan
in gestures of offering, bestowing heavenly
treasures upon mankind. Then she glides to
the bridgeway and dances her exit to heaven.

Hagoromo’s movement was so minimal that
it looked like the dance of a floating robe. And
that is exactly what it was supposed to be – as
the lyrics of the final song describe, “the ce-
lestial maiden whose feather robe flutters in
the coastal wind . . . soars above the peaks of
Mount Ashitaka and Fuji, ultimately vanish-
ing into the hazy spring sky.”

Sumida-Gawa gave a taste of another cate-
gory of noh play – a tragic “madwoman
drama.” While offstage, the flute and drums
played a haunting overture and set an omi-
nous tone. Kanze Kiyokazu played the bereft
mother, on the verge of madness, who arrives
at a ferry dock wanting to cross the Sumida
River in search of her lost child. She wears a
distinctive, black, round, woven sedge hat,
and carries a bamboo branch that symbolizes
insanity – both used to dramatic effect when

she throws each to the floor at separate occa-
sions.

While the mother and the other traveler are
seated in the boat crossing the river, the boat-
man sings a tragic tale of how a year ago slave
traders kidnapped a young boy from the cap-
ital and brought him this great distance. Here,
the child fell ill and died in a state of aban-
donment. The woman slowly moves her hand
toward her masked face in a patent gesture of
grief as she realizes that the boatman has re-
vealed the fate of her own lost son. While sit-
ting on her knees in the imaginary ferryboat,
she pivots, almost imperceptibly, to inquire if
any family had come for his dead body. When
the boatman replies “No,” she throws her hat
down and brings both hands toward her face
in a reprise of the crying gesture.

The boatman offers to take her to the grave,
represented by a gray mound in the center of
the stage. The mother kneels and sings her
lament. She believes she hears her son chant-
ing, and indeed, we hear a high-pitched voice
scratching out a song. The burial mound
shakes until finally a white-robed, white-
wigged child ghost emerges from behind it.

A pity-evoking sequence ensues in which
the mother repeatedly runs across the stage
to embrace her son, only to fold her arms
around nothing as the ghost slips away from
her grasp. In the final wrenching moments,
she falls loudly onto one knee, embraces the
willow tree that marks his grave, and slides
to the floor hugging it as the flute music clos-
es the grief-filled scene. The gestures are few,
but oh, so potent.

Busshi (The Fake Sculptor) provided comic re-
lief with its simple kyogen brand of humor. A
country bumpkin heads off to the big city to
purchase a Buddha statue for the newly built
village temple. In a cartoonish representation
of his journey, the peasant walks a large cir-
cle around the stage shouting out for a statue
maker. A con man in the city immediately
seizes on the peasant’s gullibility and con-
vinces him that he can fill the order. They agree
upon a pick-up time the next day. The con man
frequently confides in the audience so that the
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humor and tension builds as we are in on the
con. The piece reaches its climax when the
peasant comes to collect the statue and the con
man races back and forth between portraying
the statue (wearing a mask) and portraying
the sculptor (unmasked). The peasant is re-
peatedly unsatisfied with the sculpture’s hand
gesture, which the con man keeps trying to
correct. The con man’s role switching quick-
ens to an impossible pace – until finally, he is
caught in his ruse. Chock-full of Buddhism,
mime, simplicity, and slapstick, the perform-
ance was a gem.

With Shakkyo (The Stone Bridge), Kanze Noh
delivered an energetic, otherworldly dance
piece. The original noh play tells the story of
a monk who is traveling on a pilgrimage
through China and comes upon a stone bridge
that spans a deep gorge. A young boy appears
and tells him that on the other side of the bridge
is the Buddhist Pure Land of Manjushri (De-
ity of Wisdom); and if he is patient, he might
behold a miracle. The unusual wonder takes
the form of a magical, acrobatic dance of li-
ons – messengers from Manjushri.

The abridged version performed by Kanze
Noh eliminated most of the play and offered
an enhanced dance piece with four lions – one
wearing the signature crazy white wig and
three in similar-looking red wigs. (There are
other variants of the piece that cast only one
or two lions.) Their kimonos looked grand and
bore designs in silver, gold, red, and black on
a shimmering white satin background. The
lion masks had a ferocious, demonic visage.
However, their golden complexion, signifying
righteousness, distinguished them from the
usual malevolent demon masks.

While the pilgrim waits patiently at one side
of the bridge (represented by a downstage plat-
form that spanned the width of the stage) the
white lion (the actual messenger of Manjushri)
enters the stage and climbs up on the bridge.
The three red lions follow along the entrance
bridgeway – two lions positioned on the
bridgeway and two on the downstage platform
– performing unusual head twitches in a mar-
tial-looking dance that fills the stage with elec-

tric energy. In a wide plié stance with arms
extended to the sides, they flick their wigged
heads left, right, back, and forward in a move-
ment theme that they repeat like a magical
mantra.

The action continues to build, climaxing
with an athletic twirl jump landing loudly on
their knees. Then, ending in typical no-non-
sense noh fashion, the lions exit along the
bridgeway, followed by the monk, and finally
the stagehands and musicians.

With sequences of quick gliding steps in a
circle formation, martial stomps, plyometric
jumps onto the bridge platform, and a dra-
matic action freeze save for the eerie head
twitches, the piece was a dynamic contrast to
the other noh pieces presented.

Aoi no Ue (The Lady Aoi) is a tale of good ver-
sus evil in purely Japanese terms. Based on an
episode from the eleventh-century classic Tale
of Genji, the drama unfolds as Prince Genji’s
young pregnant wife Lady Aoi lays dying, af-
flicted by the spirit of one of her husband’s
spurned lovers. A Shinto priestess summons
the possessing spirit – Lady Rokujo, who is
consumed with jealous rage because of Aoi’s
favored position with Genji. In spite of what
the title suggests, the play revolves around
Rokujo – not Aoi – and Kanze Kiyokazu played
the formidable lead role.

Lady Rokujo enters and kneels beside Lady
Aoi, represented with distilled simplicity by
a red kimono laid flat on the front of the stage.
Rokujo’s sorrowful song and gestures evoke
sympathy at first. But her jealousy grows
vengeful as she points her half-open trem-
bling fan at her helpless foe. Her emotions
build as she walks away, then turns toward
Aoi and dances with her trembling red fan,
stamps her fury, throws her fan at her victim,
and leaves the stage.

As the stakes have been raised, a yamabushi
(mountain priest), clad in the robes and dis-
tinctive, little, black hat of a Shugendo (as-
cetic mystical sect) practitioner, is brought in
to exorcise the menacing spirit. Lady Rokujo’s
spirit walks onstage, a white cloth covering
her face. She removes the veil to reveal her
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transformation into a malevolent demon
dramatized to full effect by the Hannya, or ogre,
mask she wears. In a spiritual standoff, the
two battle for the dying lady’s soul – each
wielding their weapon of choice. The she-de-
mon attacks with her wooden mallet; the
priest fervently rubs his wooden rosary beads
while chanting mantra. Interestingly, even the
back-and-forth floor pattern dramatizing this
man-versus-spirit clash is a prescribed con-
vention used for “exorcism scenes.” The sound
of the flute and drums, along with the clatter

of the beads rubbed in prayer, amplify the con-
flict until the priest’s incantation finally over-
comes the crazed spirit and saves Lady Aoi
from death and Lady Rokujo from her anger.

Every aspect of noh drama is an ideal ex-
pression of the distinctive Japanese culture in
which it was incubated. And it was offered to
us with big-hearted spirit by the artists of
Kanze Noh Theatre, who maintain it as it was
conceived some 700 years ago with samurai
discipline and render it with nuanced hu-
manity.
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